The two-dimensional form of the equation of diffusion under steady mean conditions in a fluid moving with mean velocity u is discussed in the ease where u and Az vary as zm and z1~m respectively (0 < m < 1). Integrals are constructed which satisfy boundary conditions of the types arising in physical problems, and the results are applied to the theory o f evaporation into a turbulent atmosphere.
for the variation of u, where z is the distance from the (plane) b and m = n/(2 -n). From this an explicit form Az = au\~nz1~m
(1-3) was obtained for Az. In these expressions is the value of u at some standard dis tance zx and a is a certain constant involving z1 and the physical constants of the fluid, but independent of uv It is im portant to observe th at in the subse n, u1 and zx are assumed to be independent of so th at u and Az are functions z alone.
The number n is determined in any experiment from the value of m obtained by observations of the velocity profile. In the paper cited it is shown from physical considerations th at 0 < n < 1. In most technical applications, including w experiments, the value n = J is appropriate, corresponding to the fa profile with m = but under certain meteorological conditions the value of n the atmosphere may approach the upper bound 1.
The value of zx is more arbitrary. In large-scale observations, where the the atmosphere and the boundary is the earth's surface, its value is conveniently taken as 2 m. There is here no implication that represents the limit of applicability of the power law for u. But in wind-tunnel experiments this law is usually assumed to hold only within the so-called 'turbulent boundary layer' outside which the general mean velocity of the air stream is fully attained. Hence if denotes this velocity zx must be interpreted as the breadth of the turbulent boundary layer. The condition th at zx is independent of x implies therefore th at the mathematical theory cannot strictly be applied to cases where the boundary layer is not fully developed over the wrhole range of values of x under consideration. This and associ ated questions are discussed by F. Pasquill (1943) and will be returned to later in this paper ( § 9).
If we substitute the values of u and Az given by (1-2) and (1-3) in the differential equation (1*1) we find
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where a' -azxl. In the paper cited Sutton solves this equation under boundary conditions appropriate to the case of evaporation from a saturated plane strip defined by z = 0, 0 <£<#". It is shown by Pasquill (1943) th at this solution is in good agreement with experiments on the evaporation of a wide range of liquids and also, when the physical interpretations of the symbols involved are suitably modified, with experiments on the loss of heat by forced convection from a plane surface. The equation, moreover, has proved to be a suitable basis for the discussion of evaporation problems under more general conditions than those provided by the saturated strip. It seems desirable, therefore, that a connected account of the equation should be available in a form suitable for application to such problems, and it is the aim of this paper to provide one. Vol. 182. A. For this purpose it is convenient to make a preliminary change of variables. Let x0 be any convenient length such as that of the evaporating surface downwind. Then we write dz'2 z' dz' (1*6) which is the form in which it will be discussed. Since 0 < n < 1 we have 0 <p < and when = J the seen, however, th at from a mathematical point of view the appropriate range for p is 0 <p < 1, and this will be adopted henceforth. If then (1*6) becomes the familiar equation for the linear flow of heat, and it may therefore be regarded as a generalization of that equation. The following account is in fact based upon th at of Goursat (1923) for the heat equation.
We note also, for future reference, th at the local rate of diffusion across z = con stant is given by
where a'i-pui-2P
(2 -4p)1-2^ x% *
( 1*8)
. B o u n d a r y c o n d i t i o n s
We begin by determining sets of boundary conditions which define a unique solution of the equation (1-6). Discarding the primes we write the equation as
where 2, x are real dimensionless co-ordinates, z is positive and 0 1. This may be written as L(x) = 0, where S u tto n (1934) . I t is easily verified th a t if, as in th e evaporation theory, a = N v nz™~n, where N is a pure num ber and v is th e kinem atic viscosity of th e fluid, th en x ', z ' are dim en sionless variables.
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The adjoint expression is
(V) dz \ dzj
+ ZX~2p
and we have, identically,
Hence if C be the boundary of a region D with z^O throughout and if U, V are such th a t H, K and their derivatives are continuous in D + C, then we Green's formula
where the integral along C is taken in the direction from positive x to positive 2. If in this we write V = 1 and U = y2, where y is a solution of (2-1) regular* we obtain 2 J J zX~2p^te) dzdx+ \ zl~2p(x2dz + 2xd £dx^ = 0.
(2-3)
In figure 1 , let A B,EF be two given characteristics x = constant and PQ any int mediate characteristic. Let APE, BQF be two curves, along which 2^0, which meet any characteristic only once. Then we prove th at there cannot be more than one solution of (2*1), regular inside and on the boundary of the region ABFE, which assumesf a given set of continuous values on AB, AE and BF. For, to the region ABQP and the difference y of two such solutions we get 52 W. G. L. Sutton since x 0 along AB, A P and BQ. The elements of both integrals a non-negative, hence ^ = 0 at all points of and is therefore identically zero throughout ABFE.
In problems of evaporation or forced convection it is frequently possible to take AEas z = 0 and B Fa s z = oo. The initial state of the fluid stream is assum known, and the magnitude of the mean velocity is taken to be such th a t no appreci able upwind diffusion occurs. The condition th at x assumes a given set of values on AB, now a semi-infinite segment and normal to AE, is therefore appropriate to such problems. The boundary condition on requires more consideration. If AE forms part of a free liquid or saturated surface from which evaporation into an air stream is taking place, then a natural assumption and one which appears to yield very satisfactory results is that the vapour pressure of the evaporating liquid assumes its saturation value at the temperature of the surface as the surface is approached (Pasquill 1943) . This implies th at the vapour concentration x assumes a constant value xs all along A E. Again, if the boundary is a dry surface impermeable to vapour the boundary condition is, by (1-7),
Thus for the case of initially dry air travelling over a saturated strip 0 < < 1 followed by dry ground impermeable to vapour, appropriate boundary conditions, as far as the boundaries x = 0 and z -0 are concerned, are
I t is perhaps worth noting th at in these conditions the rate of evaporation is not prescribed (e.g. by an empirical law) a t the evaporating surface but only over the ensuing impermeable dry ground where its value is unequivocal.* Its value over the evaporating surface will, of course, be furnished by the solution of the problem.
From the mathematical point of view these conditions may be made more general. We shall consider three types of problems relative to the region z > 0, > aq (a suit able fixed value of x), namely, those where on z = 0 either (i) the value of x is prescribed or (ii) the local rate of evaporation is prescribed or (iii) the local rate of evaporation is given as a linear function of xA s in types may hold over different parts of the boundary, and in each case it is assumed in addition that the value of xo n % ditions defining these problems are therefore of the forms
with in each case the * initial ' condition
Here \Jr, < f, h, g a n d /d en o te given functions.
To obtain uniqueness theorems for these problems some restriction must be imposed on the behaviour of xa s z-> oo, in along BF. Now from (2-3) it is seen th at the contribution from BQ to the integral around APQBA will vanish in the limit when BF is at infinity provided th at Limfz1-2^'^) = 0.
(2-8)
A solution satisfying this condition may be called regular = oo. I t is then easily verified th at in cases (i) and (ii) there is at most one regular solution whose values f(z) along AB themselves satisfy (2-8). In case (iii) we note th at the difference x °f two such solutions is zero along AB and along A E satisfies the condition Lim (z1-2;j = Lim Hence, applying (2-3) to % we reproduce (2-4) with the addition of a term 2 hx2dx
to the left-hand side. The solution is therefore unique provided that h(x) ^ 0.
. B a s i c s o l u t i o n s
As in the case of the heat equation (Goursat 1923) we proceed to obtain certain 'basic solutions' of (2-T) from which integrals satisfying the boundary conditions of § 2 may be constructed. It is convenient, however, to obtain two such solutions in place of the single one which is usually^ employed for the heat equation.
The substitution x = zp& reduces (2-1) to
e-^x-rfj^crz).
which has solutions where cr, ji are arbitrary constants. Now with 0 < 1 and t > 0 we have (Watson 1922) J V v ±1 )(<rz) J±p(aA)<rdcr = +»* Hence with A > 0, 2 > 0 and x> [ i we write x -p for t and obta of (2-1) as
where the suffix 1 corresponds to the positive sign with p and
-\Xzj(x-fi).
As functions of A, j ut hese solutions satisfy the equation adjoint to (2-1):
They may be obtained rather more simply from the result th at (3-1) is invariant under the transformation*
For it follows th at if
Applying this to the solutions Q = eiX2jcI±p(^Xz) we obtain (3-2). It may be noted that, sincê
when p -l we have
which is the basic solution for the heat equation. So far, X i, 2 have been defined only for x > fi. To complete their definitions for x we show th at y12 and all their 2-or ^-derivatives tend to zero as (2, x) approaches any point of x = /t, 2 > 0 from the right, other than the point (X,p). For, usi formula^{ <d-vIv(o ))) = * z ', x ' are of course distinct from th e variables of § 1. On the equation of diffusion in a turbulent medium we see th a t any derivative is the sum of terms of the form
where m, n are non-negative integers. Now as ->/f 4-0 with A > 0 we have < o -> + go. Hence, using the asymptotic expansion for /"(&>),
we express y 12 and their derivates as the sum of terms like
where B is bounded as x + 0. Hence with | -A | > 0 the result follows. We therefore define X i, 2t° be zero for of (2-1), regular for all z ,A > 0 and for all x, /i except at the point = A, they are undefined.
We also require limiting forms of y12 as A-*-f0. Considering and y2 and discarding a numerical factor we obtain the solutions, regular for 0 and all x,
These solutions may be obtained directly by applying (3-3) to the solutions = of (3*1).
From the basic solutions we construct the integrals we require for the solution of boundary value problems by integrating along suitable paths in the half-plane A ^ 0. These will be of the general form
where
If is a part of A = 0 we shall of course replace Xi,2 by their limiting forms (3*6), (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . From what has been proved about Xit2 it follows th at in general the integral defined by (3-8) is regular throughout any bounded closed region in z > 0w hich does not contain any part of L* Al X\y2 are zero for fi ^ x we need integrate only along th at part of L for which /k Hence y(z,a?) defined by (3-8) is zero for all x less than the least value of on and at all points not on L where x equals this least value. Applied to the physical pro blem, this means that there is no diffusion upwind, a result which it is reasonable to accept on physical grounds. If in (3-8) we take L as the semi-infinite segment A > 0 of the characteristicwe obtain integrals which enable us to satisfy the initial boundary condition (2-7) on this characteristic without disturbing the boundary condition over = 0 in cases (i) and (ii) of (2*6).
We consider the expressions
(z>0,x>h; 0<p<l; = |A which are clearly formal solutions of (2-1). are zero for x<h, 0. We assume that/(A) is continuous for A ^ 0, except possibly for a finite number of finite discontinuities, and that it is bounded as Aoo. I t is readily seen th at and the expressions obtained by formal differentiation under the integral sign any number of times with respect to zo r xc onverge abso moreover, uniformly throughout any bounded closed region D+C contained in z > 0, x>h. For, with 0<p< 1 and (3-4), convergence at A = 0 A = op we use the asymptotic expansion (3-5) and, with /(A) bounded, obtain for the dominant terms in F or any derivative, expressions of the form
A (z, x, /i) An e~t
where A is continuous in D + C. Hence the formal differentiations are valid and F12 are integrals of (2d), regular throughout D+C.
The fundamental property of F which enables us to satisfy the boundary condition over
if/(z) is continuous at z. To prove this we write in (4-1)
In the first integral on the right we use the inequality *
* An im m ediate consequence of th e form ula (W hittaker & W atson 1920) r / ,
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and apply the above inequality to each term on the right, getting
We thus obtain in the case of Fv
where Ci s a positive constant and £ = \zj^j(x -h). In the case of the factor C£2+2pin (4*4) is replaced by <? £MP + <? £•-*P, (4-4)' where C2 may be taken as zero if 0 < p < In the remaining integral in (4-3) the argument o) of the Bessel function tends to infinity through real positive values asx ->^ + 0, z > 0; hence we use (3-5) and obtain from the dominant term
We now write a = z -e,where 0 < e < z. The limiting value o (4-4), (4-4)' as x -> h + 0 is zero; th at of I is obtained by a slight extension of a famili argument. In fact we have from (4-5)
and the integral which is the coefficient of is convergent. But the left-hand side of (4-6) is independent of e and the right-hand side is arbitrarily small with e. Hence and (4*2) follows since the remainder of the asymptotic expansion (3*5) contributes nothing in the limit.
As a particular case we take f ( z) to be continuous for a values zx < z< z2a nd zero outside this range. Then we have To prove (5*2) we have from (3-2) witĥ and integrate term by term we obtain, formally, and so converges absolutely for all £. Hence the term-by-term integration is valid,* and making £->0 we find th a t Fx(z, x) tends to zero lil^e £2p as 0 or as x->co.
provided th a t this last limit exists. For if Lim/(A) = ft then (6-3) (6*4)
where e is the upper bound of | /(A )-/? | for A > 2(x -h)*. The right-hand side is arbitrarily small for all sufficiently large values of x, hence Lim an(x) = fir(n+1). Putting n = 0 we deduce (6-4). From (6*1) we have also 
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In the case of F2(z, x) we obtain the series
If /(z )is a constant M, then bn(x) = 1) and (6-7) gives F 2(z , x ) = M. In the general case we have
(6-7) ( 6 -8 )
The property th at Lim Fx{ z ,x ) = 0 makes Fx suitable for use in 2->0 problems of the type (i), as with it the initial condition over x = h can be satisfied without disturbing the given boundary condition over z = 0. Similarly, (6-9) shows th at F2(z , x ) is the appropriate integral to use in order to satisfy the initial condition in problems of type (ii), where the local rate of evaporation is prescribed over z = 0.
In the further discussion of these problems it may therefore be assumed th at the initial condition to be satisfied is Lim y = 0. Applied to means th a t the problem with air of a given ' initial ' moisture content is reduced to one where the air stream is initially dry. The integrals Fx and F2 may also be used in combination to satisfy both an initial condition and a boundary condition over z = 0. This is in fact done by O. G. Sutton (1934) who obtains for the vapour concentration above the evaporating strip an expression which is effectively y = F2 -Fx, where the integrals are formed with f(z) = Xs> a constant. By (6-8) and (6-6) this is*
x(z'x ) = T^) j y~Hp~idL (6' io>
In the general case, however, it is more convenient to use Fx and F2 to satisfy the initial condition and to deal with the boundary condition over = 0 by means of the integrals which will be obtained in the next section. No discussion has been given of the behaviour of F(z, x) as (z, x) approaches one of the angular points A, B, E, F of figure 1 where ABEF is the who z > 0, x>h.No difficulty arises at z = 00, x = in accord. But at the other points the limiting value of one or both of F2 will * Cf. Pasquill (1943, § 7). depend upon the path by which the point is approached. In particular, it is clear from (6-6) that when/(z) is a constant the limiting value of Fx as z -> 0, -> depends upon that of z2/(x -h).*
I n t e g r a l s s a t i s f y i n g g i v e n b o u n d a r y c o n d i t i o n s o n z 0
To deal with boundary conditions of the types stated in § 2 we take the path L of (3-8) as a segment «</£< & of A = 0. From the general remark at the end of § 3 it follows that if a < x < b we need integrate only from a to x. (i) To solve problem (i) of (2*6) we consider 1 
rb T(z,x) = 22pr^j J r ( y ) Xl(z,x-,/i)d/i.
Hence
T(z,x) = (a<x^b)
and
where, with a slight change of notation, £ = \zj^ (x-/i 
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To prove these results we write W = X PQ+ where, for a <x ^b,
* l{z,x)-r ( p ) ) a (x-/i)'+pe d /-
In W9 we make the substitution £2 = and obtain I t follows immediately th at The first integral is a continuous* function of (2, z) for 2 > 0, a<x^b, hence its limiting value as 2 -> 0 is obtained by putting £ = 0. Using the Lipschitz condition and the substitution £2 = tw e easily show th at the second term on t (7-7) is numerically less than \Hzi~2p e~^x~a), and so, with 1, tends to zero with 2. Hence
r(p)Ja (x-P* and from this with (7*6) we obtain (7-3).
If i/r'ip) exists and is continuous in (a, b) then, integrating by parts, we have f x \Jf(x) -ijr(/i) \Jf(a) -i/r(x) (x-p)l+
+ r*p(r)dp Ja Hence (7-3) yields
by a known result. This is (7*4). (1923, § 504) .
W. G. L. Sutton
These results may also be proved from the equation, obtained by writing £2 = t,
From this it is clear also th at Lim W = 0 ( ).
Also from (7-5) and (7*7) we see that
in virtue of the exponential factor e~iz2^x~a\ Hence W is regular at z = oo, in the sense of § 2. I t will be observed from (7-5) and (6-10) that if fr{x) and/(z) are both equal to the same constant ys and we write h = a,then W = (a functions are each the solution of the same boundary value problem, both being zero on x = a,and equal to the same value on z = 0, < 6. The result (7-4) is particularly convenient for the calculation of the total rate of evaporation E when the surface concentration of vapour over the strip a<x<b is i}r{x). For, by (1*7) and (1*5),
by (7-4). If in this we write = ys, the (constant) saturation value of x at the temperature considered, we obtain the saturation value of E. Hence
where, of course, the rates of evaporation are those per unit length cross wind.
It is perhaps necessary to observe here th at since (7-9) is obtained under the assumption th at conditions are steady, the result is not applicable without further investigation to the case where the non-uniform concentration \]f{x) arises from a drying surface. For the vapour concentration y will then involve the time and is in fact the solution of an equation obtained from (1*1) by the addition of a term dx/dt to the left-hand side. The solution of this non-steady equation, however, is so com plicated that (7-9) has been used with some success to provide a first approximation for the instantaneous rate of evaporation when the drying is slow.* * K. L. Calder, W. G. L. S utton (unpublished). xjr{x) m ust of course be replaced by its instantaneous value ijr{x, t). See also § 10 of this paper.
(ii)
For problem (ii) where the rate of evaporation is prescribed over a segment of 2 = 0 we consider the integral
It is clear th at Lim
To obtain the rate of evaporation we form
and a similar expression with the upper limit replaced by b when Now if on the right of (7-11) we write 1 -pf or p we obtain an expression of Hence from (7-2) and (7-1) we deduce at once
Also, from the behaviour of 0a t z = oo, we Lim |z1_2j> ^-| = 0 ( ), so th a t 0 is regular at z = oo in the sense of §2. Hence 0(z,x) is the problem (ii) with y = 0 over x = a the vapour concentration over the impermeable dry ground beyond an evaporating strip provided that < f ( x) is chosen so as to satisfy the condition L im 0 = \Jr the strip a<x<b. From (7-10) this condition is 22p-i rx m = J M {^-P ) p~xdp
Alternatively, from (7-4) and the uniqueness of solution of the second boundary value problem we obtain the condition as 21-2p ^ fx 00*0 = {a<x^b).
(7-14)
That these conditions are equivalent follows from the known solution of Abel's integral equation.
* The general theorem of which this is a particular case is given in § 8.
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We may now complete the solution of the problem of the evaporation from an isolated saturated strip, defined by conditions (2-5), by determining the vapour concentration at any point downwind beyond the strip. For i f 1 r/f(x) = the constant saturation value of x, then by (7-14) we have
and the complete solution of problem (2-5) appears in the form
The first of these expressions is readily reduced to the form (6-10). These solutions have also been obtained by Calder, using the method of sources.
(iii) The solution of problem (iii) of (2-6) where the boundary condition involves 0 V both x and zi-2p is not so immediate as th at of problems (i) and (ii). We supp th at the problem is first reduced to one with 0 on by means of F1 or F2, and we assume without loss of generality th at d^i s z = 0, 0 <x<l on which the boun dary condition is
where h(x) > 0. If we seek to satisfy this condition by an integral of the type 0 we obtain for < fi(x) the Volterra integral equation From this we may obtain the usual form of the solution of a problem in heat con duction (Riemann-Weber 1901) . In the general case we have Lnn J -zx~2p ||J = A whence the total rate of evaporation E is given bỹ
The boundary condition (7-16) is of interest in th at it includes as limiting cases the condition x = X s assumed to hold over a saturated surface, and the of zero rate of evaporation appropriate to dry ground. These correspond to the eases A = oo and A = 0 respectively. It is therefore conceivable th a t a condition of this form, with A a suitably chosen function of the time, may hold in certain cases throughout the whole of the drying process. The solution just obtained may in th a t case yield an approximate result when the surface is nearly dry, i.e. when A is small.
In general, when the bounding curves AE, BF of figure 1 are not = 0 and oo, more general integrals must be constructed by using the basic solutions (3*2) instead of their limiting forms. We suppose, therefore, th at the path of integration L of (3*8) is the segment of the curve A = 6(/i) between and -We assume that 6(/i) > 0 and th at is continuous in (a, b) . Considering for a <x^b, and a similar expression with the upper limit replaced by b for x>b. Here and ) is assumed to satisfy Lipschitz's condition in (a, b) . Using the asymptotic expansion of Ip{(o) we see th at the expression in square brackets is bounded for (z, x) on L. It follows th at 0 X is continuous in the neighbourho
In particular, if L is the straight line z = Z have 6(jll) = Z, and, for a<X<b,
. I n t e g r a l s a p p l i c a b l e t o o t h e r r e g i o n s
we obtain the integral
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Using the asymptotic expansion for the Bessel functions we write (8*3) as
where I is of the form
with H bounded for (z,x)on L,a^/i^b. Hence I is continuous in the neig of L. The remaining integral is written as where the sign to be taken is th at of z -Z .Since also the <f(X) we obtain finally
Precisely similar results are true for the integral < P 2(z,x) formed from the basic solution X2 as ^1 was formed from Xv The analogue of (8*5) is obtained by re placing/! b y / 2 where, from (5-6),
In the particular case where L is the straight line z -Z we have
and the exponential factor in (8-5) and its analogue reduces to unity. In the special case p = | we see that fx{Z,X\ fi)+f2(Z,X; p) = 0, so that here (Goursat 1923) l ™ ( |z (0 1+^| = ±t (x).
In general, however, the integral term in (8-5) will not vanish, so that this last result is special for the heat equation.
It will be observed that, contrary to what might have been expected from §7, both Xi and y2 generate integrals of the type 0 . To obtain integrals of the type X P we use the following theorem, which is easily verified: The first theorem has already been applied in §7 (ii); the second, applied to in tegrals 0 ' of (8-8) corresponding to (8*1), will yield integrals of (2-1) of the type X P Thus if f [(z,x; ju) In the past the experim ental study of evaporation, and the interpretation o f the results obtained, have shown in general only meagre reference to the aerodynamics o f the problem. The present treatm ent, which is concerned w ith the evaporation from plane, free-liquid sur faces of relatively small dimensions into a tangential air stream, dem onstrates the importance of the type of boundary layer flow. The rates of evaporation under the influence o f a turbulent boundary layer are then tested against a hydrodynamical theory due to O. G. Sutton.
Sutton's theory assumes that the turbulent transfer of any en tity is determined by the mom entum interchange coefficient, which is shown to involve the kinem atic viscosity o f the diffusing medium, and which leads to a functional form for evaporation which has been shown previously to be in good agreement with experim ental data. D eveloped into a computable form, and tested against the present experim ents on the evaporation of bromobenzene and against experim ents b y Elias on the analogous problem of convective heat transfer, the theory is now shown to predict the absolute rate o f turbulent transfer in a satisfactory manner.
An extension of the analysis to the relative rates of evaporation of various liquids, as deter mined in the present experiments and in recent experim ents by Wade, shows th at the theory specifies inadequately the variation of rate of evaporation with type o f liquid. In the absence of a precise theoretical argument, an empirical generalization of Sutton's theory is set forth, in which the turbulent interchange coefficient is modified b y the molecular diffusion coefficient appropriate to the entity undergoing transfer. The range o f physical characteristics covered in the present evaporation experiments, and in those performed by Wade, is sufficient to dem on strate the closer agreement provided by the generalized form of the theory. A more general test, against previous investigations for which the aerodynamic conditions can be estim ated with reasonable confidence, shows that the absolute rate of evaporation m ay be predicted correctly in order of magnitude. In all cases considered the observed rates are in excess of the theoretical values, but it is significant that the discrepancy decreases as the experim ental, conditions conform more closely to the ideal conditions assumed in the theoretical treatm ent.
